
 
 

DON’T LET YOUR CONSCIENCE BE YOUR GUIDE 

John 14:15-21 / 1. Peter 3:13-22 

 

The other day, as I was checking out of yet another Zoom meeting, I had 

spent about four consecutive hours online. My vision was blurry, my head 

was hurting and my eyes were burning. So I shut my computer down, 

called my dogs and took them for a walk. It was an absolutely glorious day. 

Deep blue skies, no clouds on the horizon, a slight breeze blowing. I looked 

at my two little dogs as they were ambling down the driveway, ears flopping 

and tails wagging, and for a moment I forgot the world I live in because I 

saw the world as it was created to be in all its beauty. 

 

I can also not help how my mind works because as I was walking the dogs 

I thought about a quote by Martin Luther, my German spiritual ancestor. “If I 

knew the world was going to come to an end tomorrow, I would plant an 

apple tree today.” I tried planting fruit trees in my yard before, but to no 

avail. So I went online and ordered a pink dogwood and a Japanese maple 

tree from Rolling Ridge Nursery in Webster Groves. We’ll see how it goes. 



 

 

 

 

Having grown up across the street from a great forest, I have always loved 

trees. For me, trees are symbols of hope. Just a few weeks ago, there were 

no leaves on barren branches, but now these same trees stand tall, 

adorned in full foliage and filled with life. There is the Tree of Life in the 

garden of Eden and in Revelation the leaves of the trees planted alongside 

the river flowing through the heavenly Jerusalem are for the healing of the 

nations. Symbols of hope everywhere, in the Book of Nature as well as in 

the Book of Scripture. 

 

If nature and scripture, then, account for hope, how can I, how can we 

account for the hope that is in us, as the apostle Peter call us to do? How 

can we hope anything at all when our feelings are all over the place on any 

given day in a world turned upside down and inside out, and when we 

perhaps discover things about ourselves we don’t particularly like? How 

can we have hope when the number of unemployed folks is growing every 

day and the lines at the food banks around the country are getting longer 

and longer? When the scientists tell us that a vaccine will not be available 

any time soon? And when politicians the world over are trying to use truly 

dire circumstances for political gain? As the tragic figure Boromir says in 



 

 

 

Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings, “it’s been a long time since we’ve had any 

hope.” 

 

But here we are, listening to the apostle who demands an accounting of the 

hope that is in us. Peter is no fool. He knows about hardships. He knows 

that our lives are not our own. And he knows that the world he lives in, that 

we live in, is not necessarily a friendly place at best and downright hostile 

at worst. Yet he insists that we ought to incarnate this hope and that we do 

it “ with gentleness and reverence” so our conscience might be clear. This 

is not an easy task on any given day. And it is an especially difficult task in 

a time when we are not always at our best. 

 

So, how did that hope of which Peter speaks get “into us” in the first place? 

Both the apostle and the writer of John’s Gospel have an answer for that. 

Peter tells us that we received this hope in our baptism “as an appeal to 

God for a good conscience, through the resurrection of Jesus Christ.” And 

Jesus tells his disciples that after his ascension they would receive 

“another Advocate, the Spirit of truth. … You know him, because he abides 

with you, and he will be in you. … I will not leave you orphaned! I am 

coming to you!” Again, I remember Martin Luther. Whenever things got 



 

 

 

desperate for him, and they got desperate quite often alright, he reminded 

himself of one thing: “I am baptized!” Knowing that, really knowing that, got 

him through many a dark night, as it will us. That is why we say in our 

liturgy on Baptism of the Lord Sunday, “Remember your baptism and give 

thanks to God!."  

 

And now that we know how this hope got into us, we need to ask ourselves 

how it will get out. This is where the “good conscience” comes into play to 

which Peter makes his appeal. One of my former teachers, the late C. Ellis 

Nelson, wrote a little book on Christian Education a while back entitled, 

“Don’t Let Your Conscience Be Your Guide.” His emphasis was on “your 

conscience” because as a good Reformed theologian he knew that “our 

minds are a mere factory of idols,” as John Calvin once put it. In other 

words, as human beings we tend to want the world to look like we want it to 

look like, and not necessarily as God intends. And Ellis also knew Peter’s 

appeal to a “good conscience” which we might want to translate more 

accurately something like “the way we see the world together in light of 

Christ’s resurrection.” A “good conscience,” then, is communal in outlook—

after all, we are the body of Christ—and founded in Jesus’s resurrection 

from the dead.  



 

 

 

 

As we look out into the world, not just today, and as we try to look into the 

future, what do we see? Can we see a kinder and more gentle world, as 

Peter would want us to see? Can we see a world with more equality on 

every level of our life together, where decision making is shared by many 

and not merely dictated by a few? Can we see a world in which every 

human being regardless of race, color, creed, social status, sexual 

orientation, or immigration status is treated with dignity and respect? Where 

children don’t have to go hungry anymore? I am not talking about a utopia 

here. I know there will always be differences between human beings as 

there always have been. I am talking about the hope which Jesus’s planted 

in our hearts when we were baptized, the hope of the one “who has gone 

into heaven and is at the right hand of God, with angels, authorities, and 

powers.” 

 

I got a glimpse of that hope and how it gets out of us and into the world, 

when I listened to The Queen’s address to her nation last week on the 75th 

anniversary of the end of World War II. If you have not heard it, you can still 

see her on YouTube. Her words were as clear as I have heard in a while 



 

 

 

from any leader. And they were marked by hope and not just wishful 

thinking. Here are some of the things she had to say: 

 

“The war had been a total war; it had affected everyone, and no one was 

immune from its impact. Whether it be the men and women called up to 

serve; families separated from each other; or people asked to take up new 

roles and skills to support the war effort, all had a part to play. At the start, 

the outlook seemed bleak, the end distant, the outcome uncertain. But we 

kept faith … Never give up, never despair.  

 

Many people laid down their lives in that terrible conflict. They fought so we 

could live in peace … They risked all so our families and neighborhoods 

could be safe. We should and will remember them. … The wartime 

generation knew that the best way to honor those who did not come back 

from the war, was to ensure that it didn’t happen again.  

 

Today it may seem hard that we cannot mark this special anniversary as 

we would wish. Instead we remember from our homes and our doorsteps. 

But our streets are not empty; they are filled with the love and the care that 

we have for each other. And when I look at our country today, and see 



 

 

 

what we are willing to do to protect and support one another, I say with 

pride that we are still a nation those brave soldiers, sailors and airmen 

would recognize and admire.” 

 

And that’s how we see the future together with a good conscience and how 

the hope that is in us gets out into the world. 

 

May it be so. Amen. 

 

 

Rev. Dieter U. Heinzl, PhD 
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